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During the summer season, the three most popular airlines (Ryanair, LOT Polish Airlines and Wizz Air) 

will be introducing more than fifty new flight destinations. Kayak.pl experts have checked from which

Polish airports the greatest  number of new connections will take off and which countries enjoy the

greatest popularity.

As shown by the official data of carriers and airports, the greatest number of new routes will

start from Krakow. In the summer season travelers will be able to take advantage of almost

thirty new destinations, including, among others, the increasingly popular Amman in Jordan

(Ryanair), Bucharest (LOT) and Kharkov in Ukraine (Wizz Air). You will also be able to fly from

Krakow directly to many typical holiday destinations in the summer season. The Irish carrier is

proposing direct flights, among others to Bari and Rimini on the Italian coast and the Sicilian

Catania, Greek Thessaloniki or Zadar in Croatia. Polish airlines will also open a connection from

Krakow to Croatia, and in the summer more specifically to Dubrovnik. LOT will also allow easy

access to exotic Tel Aviv. Wizz Air’s offer will also be significantly expanded as they announced

in November the creation of Krakow as its new base. From the Malopolska Region you will be

able to fly with the airlines directly to Larnaca in Cyprus, Kutaisi in Georgia, and to the Italian

resorts of Bari, Catania or French Nice.

 

The new destinations in the summer network of the most popular carriers are dominated by

Ukraine, as many as ten new routes from Polish airports to Ukraine will be launched. Travelers

interested in discovering this country will be able to fly directly to Kiev, Lvov and Kharkov. Both

Kiev and Lvov (Ryanair) appeared in the offer of the airport in Modlin near Warsaw. The carrier

will also open connections to Kiev from Bydgoszcz, Gdansk, Poznan and Krakow. The residents

of Krakow will additionally be able to take a cheap airlines to Lvov (Ryanair) and to Kharkov

(Wizz Air) and an alternative connection to Kiev served by a Hungarian carrier. Polish Airlines

will also offer a new route connecting Olsztyn with Lvov.

 

In the summer season, the network of Polish airports will be expanded also by seven new routes

to Italy - the second most popular country in terms of the number of new connections being

launched. it will also be possible to reach further locations from Poland, thanks to the Polish

Airlines, which in the upcoming summer season will open connections from Warsaw to the

capital of Lebanon - Beirut, Delhi in India or the long-awaited Miami on the east coast of the

USA. Jordan's popularity is also growing, it will gain two new connections from Poland (from

Warsaw to Modlin and Krakow) thanks to Ryanair.

In the summer network travelers' will enjoy two local routes. The connection of Krakow with

Szczecin (Ryanair) and Olsztyn (LOT) will allow you to discover the most beautiful regions of the

country without having to cover a longer land based route.

 



- In addition to the new routes of the most popular carriers in Poland, new routes have also

been announced by other airlines: Swiss will connect Gdansk and Zurich - and easyJet will

connect it with Berlin. We are very happy about the activity of carriers in Poland, and especially

about the opening of "bolder", more exotic routes. We are constantly working on how to make

traveling to even the most distant destinations within the reach of Poles and finding a flight to

their dream place – as simple as possible – says Aleksandra Sowa-Frąckowiak, spokesperson for

Kayak.pl.
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